Abstract. In this paper, we generalize the greedy routing concept to use semimetric spaces. We prove that any connected n-vertex graph G admits a greedy embedding onto an appropriate semi-metric space such that (1) each vertex v of the graph is represented by up to k virtual coordinates (where the numbers are from 1 to 2n − 1 and k ≤ deg(v)); and (2) using an appropriate distance definition, there is always a distance decreasing path between any two vertices in G.
Introduction
Routing is one of the most important algorithmic problems in networking. Extensive research has been devoted to discover efficient routing algorithms (see [5, 18] ). Previously, routing was done via routing protocols (e.g., see [5, 18] ). This approach is space inefficient and requires considerable setup overhead, which makes it infeasible for some networks (e.g., wireless sensor networks). Recently, an alternative approach geometric routing has been proposed. Geometric routing uses geometric coordinates of the vertices to compute the routing paths. The simplest geometric routing is greedy routing, in which a vertex simply forwards messages to a neighbor that is closer to the destination.
Greedy routing is simple, but also imposes some problems. First, GPS devices, typically used to determine geometric coordinates, are expensive and increase energy consumption. (This should be avoided, especially, for sensor networks). More importantly, a bad network topology and geographical location of network nodes can lead to routing failures because a void position has been reached. (Namely, a packet has reached a node all whose neighbors are farther from the destination than the node itself). For example, for a star-shaped network K 1,6 embedded in R 2 , as in Figure 1 , greedy routing fails due to the fact that the vertex u is at a void position: all neighbors (only one) of u are farther from the destination w than itself in the embedding. To solve these problems, an elegant solution was proposed by Rao et al. in [15] . Instead of using the real geometric coordinates (e.g., GPS coordinates), one could use graph drawing, based on the structure of a network G, to compute vertex coordinates in the drawing. The drawing coordinates are used as the virtual coordinates of the vertices of G. Then geometric routing algorithms rely on virtual coordinates to compute routes. Greedy drawing is introduced as a solution for greedy routing. Simply speaking, a greedy drawing is a drawing of the graph G into a metric space in which greedy routing works. More precisely: Definition 1.
[16] Let S be a set and d( * , * ) a metric function over S. Let G = (V, E) be a graph.
The drawing δ is a greedy drawing with respect to d if for any two vertices u, w of G (u = w), u has a neighbor v such that d(δ(u), δ(w)) > d(δ(v), δ(w)).
Consider a greedy drawing δ for G in a metric space S, endowed with a metric function
Then it is easy to see that d δ ( * , * ) is a metric function defined on the vertex set V of G. We will simply call this metric function the induced metric function for G from d( * , * ) and δ, and always denote it by d δ . Consider any two vertices u = w of G in the greedy drawing δ. According to the definition of a greedy drawing, it is easy to see that there is a distance decreasing path between u and w in the drawing with respective to the metric function d δ (see [16] ). Namely, there is a path , w) . Therefore, greedy routing simply forwards the message from u to such a neighbor v, which is closer to the destination w than u. The forwarding process continues and the distance to the destination w keeps dropping. Eventually, the distance become 0 and the message reaches the destination w. Therefore, when there is a greedy drawing of G into a metric space S, greedy routing always succeeds.
Greedy Drawing in the Euclidean Spaces
After [15] , there has been intense research on the existence of greedy drawings of graphs in natural metric spaces. It turns out that the existence of greedy drawings of a graph G
